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you may distribute or import the software or any part thereof only if there is a separate accompanying license with the software which is on another media or in another product that is not associated with the software or garmin. the separate accompanying license is called the hardware end user license agreement (hela). you agree to make the software
available to any other recipient so they can access the information provided by the software for their internal use or as may be directed by garmin. the information provided by the software is only for the recipient’s internal use. you are free to charge any fee you wish for this service. however, you do not need to charge anything for the software. qlandkarte gt
a new internet mapserver. it is a well prepared site and also on garmin's own servers. also you have a good chance to install a garmin mapserver - but it is only a version of mapsource, not an exact clone and so not usable for the device. checked on 9/14/2013 11:00 the openntf project "gnu/linux tileset: garmin basecamp 2.x v3.2." this open source mapserver
produces using tiling free-standing map data, much like the earlier ftp model, or by using a geotiff file. gnutileset creates up-to-date tiles on a regular schedule from the global openstreetmap database, as well as providing users with the ability to create tiles themselves. gnutileset allows users to access to maps at the scale of their choice - from 1:1,000,000

scale (worldwide topography) to 1:1 (at the size of a small coin). you can download maps as: gfx tiles, geotiff, and world or national map packages. the tiles are geotiff or world map packages. gnutileset is available for windows, linux, mac and android platforms. this map server runs on a 32-bit.
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the software is provided on an as is basis without warranty of any kind either expressed or implied including, without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. garmin does not warrant the performance of the software or that the software will meet your requirements or operate error free. no representations or
warranties whatsoever are made regarding the software, including any warranty of merchantability, quality, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. garmin does not warrant that use of the software will be uninterrupted or error free, that defects will be corrected, or that the software will meet your requirements. some states, territories and

countries do not allow limitations on implied warranties or the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages. in no event shall garmin be liable for damages, and you agree to limit any claims against garmin. to the extent permitted by applicable law, garmin’s liability to you for damages and any claims you may have for breach of
contract, tort, negligence, strict liability, or otherwise shall be limited to the amount paid by you, if any, for the software. some states, territories and countries do not allow limitations on implied warranties or the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages. you may not reproduce, modify, translate, repackage, create derivative

works, or in any other way reproduce, modify, publish, publicly perform, publicly display, reproduce or distribute the software or any part thereof except as permitted under the terms of this license or in accordance with section 6(e) of the gnu general public license (gpl). you may distribute the software in object code form only if the distribution source code is
not subject to the terms and conditions of this license or the gpl. 5ec8ef588b
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